
704
Fully Automatic

Random 
Case Taper

This is the dominant machine of its type having originally been developed for the biscuits and
snack foods industries. It automatically adjusts to random sizes while sealing small and large,
lightweight and heavy cases without the need for an operator. It is fully automatic and provides
secure and accurate taping at speeds of up to 14 cases per minute. Fully automatic random
sealing machines are ideally suited to applications where there is insufficient room for a sealer
on each packing line. 
Features of the 704 include:
Fully Automatic

No operator required except for tape reel
changing, the 704 provides secure,
accurate taping at maximum speed of 
14 cases/minute.

Interchangeable Tapeheads
The 704 uses any machine tape up to 
50mm wide, 1000m long and features
instantly removable, interchangeable
tapeheads, easily threaded, with integral
knife guards for rapid tape re-load. 

Four Column Construction 
The use of our unique four column design provides
added stability for the taping bridge to ensure the
machine runs smoothly at all times with minimal
interruption and it provides the support necessary for
the floating bridge feature. This fully automatic
machine is fitted with two pairs of columns for
additional support to the folding section.

Ease of Operation
Simple mechanical operation and clear
access allows for easy cleaning and
maintenance. The machine is also easy to
install with height adjustment and it is on
castors. 

Robust Construction
High quality components housed in a robust chassis
ensure minimal servicing and enable 24 hour
operation.  Designed for the rigours of typical 
end-of-line packaging environments. 

Low Cost of Ownership
All Endoline’s machines are designed for maximum
efficiency and productivity thereby reducing the cost
of ownership to a minimum. This case sealer comes
at a low capital cost and immediate savings can be
seen through reduced labour costs and increased
packing speeds.
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Options include:

• Low tape and no tape sensing

• Visual/audible alarm

• Discharge blocked sensing

• Automatic tapehead retract
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Case Dimensions (mm)

Note: Non-standard machines can seal cases with larger/smaller dimensions.
Please ask for details. 
Tapeheads/folding head can be retracted to allow passage of plastic
trays. Selective coding possible by electronic sensing.

Electrical Supply

Three Phase:  415V, 50Hz

Pneumatics
80psi (5.5 bar)

Machine Finish
Mild steel, powder coated white
(RAL 9010) or stainless steel

Tape Size
38mm, 50mm, 75mm

Length Width Height

200-600 140-420 (or 170-480) 110-480


